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IT BEGINS: SERVICE BUSINESS ADDING $15 SURCHARGE 
TO DO WORK BELOW 60TH STREET IN MANHATTAN,  
THANKS TO REGRESSIVE CONGESTION PRICING TAX 

----

Can Pay Tax Once and Add Surcharge to Every Stop they Make

----

“It’s hard to blame delivery and service companies for identifying this new money-maker,
courtesy of Governor Hochul and the dolts at the MTA.” 

New  York  -  June  2…Service  businesses  are  now  alerting  customers  below  60th  Street  in
Manhattan — New York City’s targeted congestion pricing zone — that beginning in June a $15
surcharge will be added to all work orders to compensate for the new tax, Keep NYC Congestion
Tax Free has learned (please see invoice next page below).

Citizen groups have been warning for months that the price of everything below 60th Street
would rise as a result of the controversial $15 tax on cars ($22.5o without EZ Pass). Trucks will
be charged between $24 and $36 per trip ($36 to $54 without EZ Pass.)

“Hold onto your wallets, because the price of everything is about to go up even more in New
York, especially within the congestion pricing tax zone,” said Keep NYC Congestion Tax Free
spokesman Joshua Bienstock. “Service and delivery businesses are now realizing that they can
add a congestion tax surcharge to every stop they make below 60th Street, which any thinking
person could have foreseen. But not the MTA. All they care about is squeezing more money out
of hardworking New Yorkers; they could care less about the inflationary nature of their tax.

“It’s  hard  to  blame  delivery  and  service  companies  for  identifying  this  new  money-maker,
courtesy of Governor Hochul and the dolts at the MTA,” Mr. Bienstock continued. “How can a
customer know how many stops a delivery or service vehicle is making in the zone? They’ll
profit from this fiasco, as will Uber and Lyft, while everyday citizens are caught holding the bill
as usual. This is Governor Hochul’s New York.”



###

Keep NYC Congestion Tax Free, a diverse coalition of civic, business, and labor organizations 
and businesses throughout New York City, argues that implementing a tax on vehicles traveling 
south of 6oth Street in Manhattan will, among other things, permanently damage efforts to 
revitalize the two districts.  

http://www.keepnycfree.com/join.php

